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INTRODUCTION

Mice models for the study of hearing loss were recognized
approximately 50 years ago and mice are now the predominant
model for hearing research (1). As mice permit increased housing
densities compared with other models and have a short lifespan,

they provide an excellent model for studying the effects of aging,
as results are evident in a shorter timeframe and at lower cost.
These features make mice ideal for studies of into age-related
hearing loss (ARHL).

The short length of the mouse cochlea also means that mor-
phologic studies from basal apical turns require fewer sampling
points. Understanding the subtle morphological differences at
the microstructures of the cochleae in different strains of mice
models may enhance our knowledge regarding ARHL and pro-
vide some clues for the mechanism of differing vulnerabilities
for cochlea pathology during the aging process. In this regard,
C57BL/6 (C57) mice have been used as an animal model for
human ARHL. They are homozygous for the defective Cdh23ahl

allele of the gene encoding cadherin 23, which is a constituent
of hair cell stereocilia (2, 3). Progressive loss of hair cells (4),

Objectives. Morphological studies on presbycusis, or age-related hearing loss, have been performed in several different
strains of mice that demonstrate hearing loss with auditory pathology. The C57BL/6 (C57) mouse is a known model
of early onset presbycusis, while the CBA mouse is characterized by relatively late onset hearing loss. We performed
this study to further understand how early onset hearing loss is related with the aging process of the cochlea.

Methods. We compared C57 cochlear pathology and its accompanying apoptotic processes to those in CBA mice. Hearing
thresholds and outer hair cell functions have been evaluated by auditory brainstem response (ABR) recordings and
distortion product otoacoustic emission (DPOAE).

Results. ABR recordings and DPOAE studies demonstrated high frequency hearing loss in C57 mice at P3mo of age.
Cochlear morphologic studies of P1mo C57 and CBA mice did not show differences in the organ of Corti, spiral
ganglion, or stria vascularis. However, from P3mo and onwards, a predominant early outer hair cell degeneration
at the basal turn of the cochlea in C57 mice without definitive degeneration of spiral ganglion cells and stria vascu-
laris/spiral ligament, compared with CBA mice, was observed. Additionally, apoptotic processes in the C57 mice
also demonstrated an earlier progression.

Conclusion. These data suggest that the C57 mouse could be an excellent animal model for early onset ‘sensory’ pres-
bycusis in their young age until P6mo. Further studies to investigate the intrinsic or extrinsic etiologic factors that
lead to the early degeneration of organ of Corti, especially in the high frequency region, in C57 mice may provide
a possible pathological mechanism of early onset hearing loss.
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degeneration of afferent neurons, the stria vascularis, and the
spiral ligament (5, 6) have all been observed in the C57 mouse
strain, which overlaps with each of the major types of ARHL
suggested by Schuknecht and Gacek (7). Investigation of these
multiform pathologies and their relationship with each other
during ARHL in C57 mice may thus lead to new perspectives in
the pathology of ARHL.

The pattern of progressive hearing loss is generally reported
as early onset in C57 mice, unlike CBA mice that exhibit mini-
mal hearing loss at 18 months (4, 6, 8). CBA mice have a mean
life span of 22-25 months and stay relatively free of disease until
at least 20-22 months. CBA mice carry an ahl-resistant allele and,
like humans, gradually lose their ability to hear high-frequency
sounds as they age and are not prone to premature  hearing loss
(9). Recent morphologic studies on the CBA mice cochlea have
revealed a lack of stria vascularis degeneration and unchanged
endocochlear potential until 25 months. Slow high-frequency
hearing loss with a modest reduction of ganglion cell density
was evident, suggesting the CBA mouse as a potential animal
model of sensorineural presbycusis (10). 

Several reports have suggested a relationship between apop-
totic processes and age related decline in physiological function
in multiple organs. Apoptosis is triggered by two major pathways:
the intrinsic pathway (initiated by the loss of outer mitochondr-
ial membrane integrity) and the extrinsic pathway (initiated
through the recruitment of caspases to the membrane death
inducing signaling complexes) (11). In the cochlea, ARHL devel-
opment was both increased and more severe in mice possessing
deletions in the superoxide dismutase genes, which are impor-
tant in antioxidant defense, indicating a need to detoxify ROS
to prevent earlier presbycusis (12, 13). Multiple cell death path-
ways induced by oxidative stress are activated in the hair cells
of the cochlea in aging CBA/J mice (14). In C57 mice, induction
of Bak-dependent mitochondrial fission and apoptosis, which
systematically occurs in response to oxidative stress, has been
suggested to be a key mechanism of ARHL (15). 

Despite the use of C57 and CBA strains for the study of ARHL,
no comparison of the apoptotic processes and morphologic
changes of the cochleae exist in these models. Because these
strains vary in terms of their progressive hearing loss, such stud-
ies are required to further the mechanism-related investigation
of ARHL. In this study, we performed precise and quantitative
morphological studies and analyzed the basic apoptotic process-
es existing in the C57 and CBA mice cochleae. Audiologic stud-
ies were also performed for the measurement of hearing thresh-
olds and outer hair cell function. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Animals
Male CBA/N and C57 mice were purchased from the Choongang

Experimental Animal Centre (Orient Bio, Seongnam, Korea).
They were kept at an animal colony of the Catholic University
of Korea prior to the initiation of experimental procedures. All
procedures and animal handling were performed according to
the national ethic guidelines and were approved by, and com-
plied with all protocol requirements at the Catholic University
of Korea (IACUC - CUMC-20).

Hearing tests
To investigate the hearing levels of C57 and CBA mice, audito-
ry brainstem response (ABR) and distortion product otoacoustic
emissions (DPOAEs) were performed at P1mo, P3mo and P6mo
(n=10-12 for each mouse group). Auditory testing was performed
in a sound-proof chamber. Prior to acoustic testing, mice were
anesthetized by intraperitoneal injection of a mixture of Rumpun
(0.4 mL/kg) and Zoletil (0.6 mL/kg) and boosted with one-fifth
of the original dose as required. Mouse body temperature was
maintained with a heating pad.

Auditory brainstem response test
The evoked acoustic brainstem response thresholds were differ-
entially recorded from the scalp of the mice. Responses were
recorded using subdermal needle electrodes at the vertex, below
the pinna of the left ear (reference), and below the contralateral
ear (ground).  The sound stimuli included click (100 ms duration;
31 Hz) and tone pips at 8, 16, and 32 kHz (1,562 mms duration;
cos2 shaping; 21 Hz). ABR measurements were taken with an
Intelligent Hearing System (IHS) Smart EP System, running
IHS high frequency software (ver. 2.33) and using IHS high-fre-
quency transducers (HFT9911-20-0035, IHS, Miami, FL, USA).
Acoustic stimuli were presented directly to the entrance of the
ear canal. Stainless steel needle electrodes were placed subcuta-
neously at the vertex and over the bullae, with a reference
electrode at the occiput. ABR thresholds were obtained for 5
ms duration clicks and 5 ms duration tone bursts were presented
at a rate of 50/seconds. Tone bursts were gated using an exact
Blackman envelope (2.5 ms rise/decay, 0 ms plateau) and pre-
sented in a decreasing intensity series, beginning with levels that
elicited distinct evoked potentials. Evoked potentials were ampli-
fied (×200,000); bandpass-filtered (100-3,000 Hz), and aver-
aged over 1,024 sweeps. Recording epochs comprised the 12
ms following stimulus onset. Thresholds were determined for a
broad-band click and for 8, 16, and 32 kHz pure-tone stimuli
by decreasing the sound pressure level (SPL) in 10 dB decre-
ments until the lowest level at which a distinct ABR wave pat-
tern could be recognized by two of the investigators.

DPOAE test
DPOAE was recorded using the IHS of Smart OAE 4.26 (IHS).
DPOAE measurements were conducted for pure tones from 6-
32 kHz. An Etymotic 10B+ probe was inserted into the external
ear canal and used in conjunction with two different types of
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transducer, depending on the range of the stimulation frequency.
An Etymotic ER2 stimulator was used for frequencies ranging
from 6-16 kHz. For frequencies ranging from 16-32 kHz, an
IHS high frequency transducer was used. Stimulus response sig-
nals were sampled at a rate of 128 kHz using a 16-bit D/A con-
verter. L1 amplitude was set to 65 dB SPL and L2 amplitude
was set to 55 dB SPL. Frequencies were acquired with an F2 F1
ratio of 1.22. Five stimulation levels, ranging from 65 to 25 dB
SPL in 10 dB steps, were used. In total, four blocks were
acquired, each block consisting of 32 sweeps. A comparison of
mean ABR thresholds and DPOAE values between CBA and
C57 mice were performed using student t-test. A P-value of
<0.05 was deemed to indicate statistical significance.

Light microscopy
CBA and C57 mice of P1mo (n=5), P3mo (n=5), and P6mo
(n=5) were anesthetized and their cochleae isolated and dissect-
ed. The cochleae were perfused through the round and oval
window with both 2% paraformaldehyde and 2% glutaralde-
hyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) and incubated in the
same fixative overnight at 4℃. The cochleae were then rinsed
with 0.1 M PBS and incubated in 1% osmium tetroxide overnight,
followed by immersion in 5% EDTA for 2-4 days. The calcified
cochlea were then dehydrated in ethanol and propylene oxide
and embedded in Araldite 502 resin (Electron Microscopy
Sciences, Fort Washington, PA, USA). The cochlea were sec-
tioned at 5 mm, stained with toluidine blue and mounted in
Permount on microscope slides. The Image Processing and
Analysis in Java (ImageJ; National Institute of Health, Bethesda,
MD, USA) was used for morphologic observations.

Morphometry of the organ of Corti
Three different regions of the cochlea from mid-modiolar sec-
tions with clearly visible whole organs of Corti (OC) (base to
apex) were chosen for image magnification (×40 objective).
Six sections from each cochlea were analyzed and the mean
values were used. A modified rank-order grading method (16)
was used to rate the condition of both the supporting cells and
the general shape of the OC from P3mo and P6mo mice. Briefly,
numbers were assigned to indicate the following conditions: 5)
normal cytoarchitecture of the OC with intact hair cells; 4) main-
tenance of normal cytoarchitecture of the OC with all support-
ing cells intact, but loss of hair cells; 3) partial collapse of the
OC, but with subtypes of supporting cells still recognizable; 2) a
low cuboidal cell layer without recognizable supporting cells;
and 1) complete degeneration of the OC into a single flattened
and undifferentiated cell layer. The averaged regional values
for OC in the base, middle and apical turns were compared
between the C57 and CBA mice.

Spiral ganglion cell counts
Spiral ganglion cells (SGC) were counted from the same plastic

sections as used for the OC morphometric study. Rosenthal’s
canals from basal, mid, and apical turns were circled to deter-
mine the total area (Image J) and all spiral ganglion cells were
counted. The number of spiral ganglion cells was then divided
by the area measured to obtain the spiral ganglion cell density.
Sections from C57 and CBA mice of P3mo and P6mo of ages
were matched for their location in the cochlea and a total of six
sections for each mouse assessed.

Morphometry of the stria vascularis and spiral ligament
Plastic sections prepared for OC morphometry and spiral gan-
glion cell counts were used in the morphometric analysis of the
lateral wall of the cochlea. Six representative sections from
each cochlea were analyzed. The combined area of the spiral
ligament (SL) and stria vascularis (SV) was determined from
images at a 10× magnification and the strial area alone from
images at a 25×magnification using ImageJ.

Loss of hair cells
The cochleae of CBA and C57 mice of P1mo, P3mo, and P6mo
(n=5) were perfused with 4% PFA and maintained in the fixa-
tive overnight at 4℃. After rinsing with PBS, the cochleae
were decalcified with 5% EDTA for 2-4 days. The otic capsule
was then removed, followed by the removal of the lateral wall,
Reissner’s membrane and the tectorial membrane. The remain-
ing OC was stained with rhodamine-phalloidin (2 U/mL) for 1
hour, and after rinsing with PBS, each turn of the cochleae was
whole-mounted. Hair cells in the OC were visualized under a
microscope equipped with epifluorescence. Missing hair cells
were observed through Z-stacked images viewed under a 10×
objective at each turn using a Zeiss confocal microscope with
LSM image software. Identical settings were maintained through-
out image capture.

Apoptosis assays
Western blot for caspase 3 
Total protein extracts were prepared from five mice cochlea of
each mouse group at P6mo lysed with 20 mM Tris HCl, pH 7.4,
5 mM EDTA, 10 mM Na2P2O7, 100 mM NaF, 2 mM Na3VO4,
1% NP-40, 1 mM PMSF, aprotinin, and leupeptin. The cochlea
homogenate was centrifuged (6,500 rpm, 4℃, 20 seconds) and
protein concentration in the supernatant determined by a BCA
protein assay. Equal amounts of protein were resolved by SDS-
PAGE, and transferred to a nitrocellulose membrane. Membranes
were probed with an anti-caspase 3 (1:1,000) primary antibody
and appropriate HRP-conjugated secondary antibodies as per
the manufacturer’s recommendations. All Western blots were
visualized using an enhanced chemiluminescence system (Las
3000, Fujifilm, Tokyo, Japan).

TUNEL assay
To evaluate nuclear DNA fragmentation (a known marker of
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apoptotis) we examined the cochleae of CBA and C57 mice using
a terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase-mediated deoxyuridine
triphosphate nick end labeling (TUNEL) assay. TUNEL staining
for apoptotic nuclei was performed using the DeadEnd Colorimetric

TUNEL System (Promega, Madison, WI, USA) according to
the manufacturer's instructions. Briefly, stained sections were
viewed by light microscopy and the OC in the basal turns was
evaluated for TUNEL positivity.
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Fig. 1. Auditory brainstem response (ABR) threshold
testing through P6mo for CBA and C57 mice. Raw
data for the 32 kHz tone burst ABR show an elevated
threshold and abnormal wave form in C57 mice from
P3mo onwards (A). C57 mice demonstrate a signifi-
cantly elevated hearing threshold at a 32 kHz tone
burst ABR from P1mo onwards, but not for 8, 16 kHz,
or clicks (B). C57 mice at P6mo show a clear defect in
outer hair cell function from the mid-to-high frequency
region, which has been observed as low distortion
product otoacoustic emission (DPOAE) levels com-
pared with the CBA mice (C). *P<0.05. NF: noise floor.
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Statistical analyses
SPSS ver. 15.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) was used for all
statistical analyses. Group comparisons between CBA and C57
mice were made using Student’s t-test or Mann-Whitney test. A
P-value of <0.05 was deemed to indicate statistical significance.

RESULTS

C57 mice display early onset high frequency hearing
loss 
At the age of P1mo, C57 mice did not show any significant dif-
ference in hearing compared with CBA mice. However, ABR
threshold testing through P6mo for CBA and C57 mice showed
an elevated threshold. Raw data from the 32 kHz tone burst
ABR displayed both an elevated threshold and abnormal wave
forms in C57 mice from P3mo onwards. C57 mice were shown
to demonstrate a significantly elevated hearing threshold at the
32 kHz tone burst ABR from P1mo onwards, but not for 8, 16
kHz or click. 

In serial ABR threshold testing through P6mo, C57 mice
demonstrated a significantly different high frequency (32 kHz)
sensorineural hearing loss from P3mo onwards, but not for 16
kHz, 8 kHz, or clicks (Fig. 1A). Representative serial raw ABR
data at 32 kHz tonal stimuli (Fig. 1B) are shown for better visual-
ization of the differences observed in ABR. Additionally, P6mo
C57 mice showed a defect in the function of outer hair cells
(OHCs), shown as DPOAE levels decreased compared with CBA
mice (Fig. 1C). Significant level differences in the DPOAE test
between C57 and CBA mice were observed at 24-32 kHz at
P6mo. These data indicate that C57 mice display relatively
rapid progression of OHC dysfunction at high frequency areas
when compared with CBA mice.

C57 mice display earlier degeneration in the organ of
Corti and spiral ganglion, but not in the stria vascularis or
spiral ligament
Serial light microscopic changes of the OC from CBA (Fig. 2, upper
panels) versus C57 (lower panels) mice from base, mid and api-
cal regions of the cochlea showed no difference at P1mo.
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Fig. 2. Serial light microscopy changes of the organ of Corti from CBA (upper panels) versus C57 (lower panels) mice from base, mid, and apical
regions of the cochlea.  At P1mo (A), the morphology of the organ of Corti did not show differences between CBA and C57 strains. However, from
P3mo (B), C57 mice showed degeneration of outer hair cells at the base of the cochlea. At P6mo (C), C57 mice consistently showed more severe
damage in the region of the outer hair cells, compared with CBA. A rank-order grading method was used to rate the condition of supporting cells
and the general shape of the organ of Corti. The average value for regional supporting cell condition in the base of C57 mice was significantly lower
than that of CBA mice at P6mo. (D) Six mid-modiolar sections were counted and averaged to obtain a value from one animal. Scale bar 50 mm. 
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However, from P3mo (B), C57 mice showed degeneration of
the outer hair cells at the base of the cochlea. At P6mo (C),
C57 mice consistently displayed more severe degeneration in
the region of the outer hair cells, compared with those of CBA
mice (Fig. 2A-C). The averaged value for regional supporting
cell condition in the base of C57 mice was significantly lower
than that of CBA mice at P6mo (Mann Whitney test; P<0.001)
(Fig. 2D).

Serial light microscopic changes of the SGC from base, mid,

and apical regions of the cochlea showed that C57 mice dis-
played both earlier and more severe degeneration (Fig. 3A-C).
SGC densities (cells/10.000 mm2) decreased in both mice strains;
however, no significant differences in this decrease were appar-
ent (Fig. 3D). Interestingly, SGC density in C57 mice was high-
er than that in CBA mice until P3mo. At P6mo, the density of
SGC from both mice strains was reversed, which may indicate
an earlier and more abrupt degeneration of SGC in the C57 mice.

Morphological studies of the SV and SL showed significantly
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Fig. 3. Serial light microscopy changes of the spiral ganglion cells from CBA versus C57 mice from base, mid, and apical regions of the cochlea.
C57 mice appear to have earlier and more severe degeneration of spiral ganglion cells (SGC) in the light micrographs (A-C). SGC densities showed
a decreasing tendency in both mice strains, but no significant difference between them was evident (D). SGC density in C57 mice was higher than
that of CBA mice until P3mo. At P6mo, the density of SGC was reversed, indicating earlier and more abrupt degeneration of SGC in C57 mice.
Scale bar 50 mm. 
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larger mean values in the C57 mice (Fig. 4). No evidence of SV
or SL degeneration was evident until P6mo in both strains (data
not shown). To further assess the status of hair cell degenera-
tion, we performed surface preparations of the cochlea at
P1mo, P3mo, and P6mo. No hair cell loss was evident in mice
strains at P1mo. However, the P3mo C57 mice showed hair
cell degeneration at the basal turn of the cochlea that was more
pronounced at P6mo of age, when hair cell loss at the mid turn
of the cochleae was observed (Fig. 5). CBA mice showed only
occasional hair cell loss, which was restricted until P6mo.

C57 mice display earlier apoptotic hair cell death
Same anatomical site of basal, mid and apical turns of cochleae at
P1mo, P3mo, and P6mo have been compared for the study of
TUNEL assay. When the number of apoptotic hair cells from
P1mo to P6mo in the cochlea of mouse strains was measured,
the TUNEL assay demonstrated that the nuclei of the outer hair
cells of the OC were apoptotic from P1mo in C57 mice. More
severe apoptosis was evident in C57 when compared with CBA
mice (Fig. 6A-C), suggesting enhanced cell death in the C57 mice.
To further clarify the enhancement of apoptosis in the C57 mice
we analyzed the levels of activated (cleaved) caspase-3 in the
cochlea of both mouse strains during the aging process. While
we detected cleaved caspase-3 in the cochlear homogenates of
both mice strains, the levels of activated caspase-3 in the cochlear
homogenate of C57 mice was consistently higher than in CBA
mice (Fig. 6D). These data are consistent with the occurrence of
increased numbers of apoptotic hair cells in the C57 mice.

DISCUSSION

C57 mice have been used as the animal model for human ARHL.
The pattern of progressive hearing loss is generally reported to be
early onset hearing in C57 mice, unlike CBA mice that exhibit
minimal hearing loss (4, 6, 8). The current study was conducted
to compare morphological differences of the cochlea between
these two commercial strains as a means for further studies
regarding the mechanisms of ARHL. Our functional studies of
ABR and DPOAE were well-matched to data obtained from the
morphological study results. To our knowledge, this is the first
reported investigation into the morphology of the entire cochlea
with a quantitative comparison in young C57 and CBA mouse
strains.

As C57 mice show high frequency hearing loss from P1mo
onwards, they provide a good model for early onset hearing
loss. Additionally, the pronounced high frequency hearing loss
of C57 mice suggests they may provide a model of sensory
presbycusis among different types of ARHL, as suggested by
Schukenecht (7). Compared with CBA mice, C57 mice show an
earlier onset of high frequency hearing loss, observed at ABR
with a tone burst stimulus of 32 kHz. Outer hair cell functions
observed from DPOAE studies also demonstrate that the earli-
er functional loss of OHCs in C57 mice occurs, particularly at
high frequency areas. Through this functional study, we can
suggest the use of C57 mice as a model of early onset hearing
loss.

ABR threshold shifts in several strains of mice including CBA,
C57, and BALB at different ages have been observed in other
studies (16, 17). The hearing loss over time in CBA and C57
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mice showed occasional hair cell loss at the basal turn of the cochlea
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strains is similar to the elevated hearing thresholds observed
with age in humans. The C57 mice demonstrate a rapid audito-
ry decline, while the CBA mice display a wide range of high-
frequency responses from near-normal to severely impaired,
even at 23 months. The effects of age on DPOAE amplitudes in
the CBA and C57 strains were also evaluated in this study. We
confirmed an earlier onset of hearing loss and decreased outer
hair cell function in C57 mice. The DPOAE levels for CBA mice
displayed higher DPOAE magnitudes for the high frequency
region, relative to the C57 mice. It has been shown that a reduc-
tion in OAEs is associated with a cochlea-based impairment
that specifically involves the OHCs (18, 19). Due to their speci-
ficity for measuring OHC junction, OAEs represent an ideal
response measurement for studying the progressive OHC dam-
age associated with ARHL. In this study, C57 mice displayed
progressive hearing impairment that began in high-frequency
regions as early as P3mo. This impaired OHC function in DPOAE
is consistent with an ABR threshold shift. The present study

demonstrated that DPOAE levels of C57 mice were similar to
CBA mice at P1mo, but then declined by P3mos. Thus, at P3mo,
C57 and CBA strains display different courses of ARHL, sug-
gesting that C57 mice are a more suitable model of early onset
hearing loss or sensory ARHL.

We observed the morphological status of the cochleae in C57
and CBA stains from P1mo to P6mo. Quantitative analysis of
morphologic differences in OC, spiral ganglion (SG), and SV
showed that predominant and early OHC degeneration observed
at the basal turn of the cochlea in C57 mice was present, with-
out definitive degeneration of spiral ganglion cells or stria vas-
cularis/spiral ligament, compared with the CBA mice. Thus, the
C57 mouse appears to be a good animal model of sensory hear-
ing loss. The two strains of mice showed a different morpholog-
ical status of the cochlea from P3mo to P6mo and a good corre-
lation was evident between audiologic study results and HC
degeneration. Previous morphologic studies regarding CBA
mice display a decrease in OHC cell density at 18 months, a

Fig. 6. Apoptotic hair cell death at P6mo in the cochlea of CBA and
C57 mice. Apoptotic cells were observed by either the TUNEL assay
(A) or Western blot for cleaved caspase-3 (B). Strongly stained nuclei
of the outer hair cells (arrows) which represent the more severe
apoptosis were observed at the basal turn of the cochlea in C57
mice compared with CBA mice (A). Activated caspase-3 was more
evident in C57 mice than in CBA mice at P6mo (B). OC: organ of
Corti.
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time when OHC loss is evident. No degeneration of SV was
observed until 25 months of age and a reduction of ganglion cell
density following OHC degeneration was observed, suggesting
that CBA mice could provide a model of late onset sensorineur-
al ARHL (10, 20). In this study, no morphological degeneration
of CBA mice cochlea was observed until P6mo, and thus CBA
were used as morphological and functional control animals for
the studies of early onset hearing loss in C57 mice.

Hair cell degeneration was measured from both mouse strains.
Neither strain showed hair cell loss at P1mo; C57 mice at P3mo
showed hair cell degeneration at the basal turn of the cochlea.
At P6mo, significant hair cell loss was evident at the basal turn,
while some loss of hair cells was evident at the mid turn. Compared
with C57 mice, CBA mice did not show hair cell loss at any
turn of the cochlea until P6mo, consistent with previous quanti-
tative measuresments (4). These studies, however, did not eval-
uate the precise morphological status of OC, SG, or SV and, as
such, the present study provides a quantitative description of
cochlear morphology in C57 and CBA mice. A statistical differ-
ence in the grade of OC in the basal turns of the cochlea and
their characteristic early degeneration of OHCs and hair cell
loss with concomitant high frequency hearing loss provides evi-
dence that C57 mice are a good animal model of early onset
sensory hearing loss.

Our results show that the cochleae of C57 mice demonstrat-
ed an earlier apoptotic process of aging, when compared with
CBA mice, as determined by the TUNEL assay and the abun-
dance of cleaved caspase-3. As C57 mice displayed apoptotic
cell death in their cochlea at young ages of P3mo and P6mo it
is interesting to suggest that such a phenomenon may be char-
acteristic of early onset sensory hearing loss. Several reports
exist regarding cell death pathways in the cochlea. It has been
suggested that the intrinsic and extrinsic cell death pathways at
the age of 12 months and 18-26 months are increased in CBA
mice. Additionally, an increase of cytosolic cytochrome c and
activated caspase 9 with an increase of calpain I and calpain II
has been demonstrated in middle aged or old CBA mice, sug-
gesting that the activation of multiple cell death pathways linked
to oxidative stress, are involved in the aging process in mice
cochlea (14). Apoptosis related genes have been previously
observed in aging CBA mice (4). Indeed, 35 genes displayed
significantly different expression in ARHL from GeneChip
assays, particularly caspase-4 apoptosis-related cysteine pro-
teases, calpain II, and the tumor necrosis factor receptor super-
families. Additionally, the expression of apoptosis-related pro-
teins, the suppression of bcl-2, and the activation of caspase-
3p20 have been described in the aged cochlea of Mongolian
gerbils (21). However, the current study is the first to describe
an early onset apoptotic pathways in the cochlea of C57 mice
and as such suggests that the intrinsic apoptosis pathway may
be related to inner ear degeneration in this mouse strain. In this
regard it should be noted that the early onset of apoptosis was

elevated in C57 mice when compared with young CBA mice.
In conclusion, we demonstrated that the C57 mouse model

of early onset sensory hearing loss shows different functional and
morphologic phenotypes from the CBA mouse. Understanding
the differences between different mice strains may provide
important clues to understand the individual variance in and
susceptibility to ARHL.
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